Energy
THE NEXT TECH REVOLUTION
BY MICHAEL MCDONOUGH AIA NCARB AND DANIEL GANS

AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY LIES IN ENERGY CONSERVATION,
AND IT STARTS WITH BUILDING A FOUNDATION.

N

ew Jersey has one of the most
progressive alternative energy
policies in the US, and with a
proper understanding of how to
promote energy conservation
in buildings it could easily become a global
leader in the energy field. From its pioneering
incentives for geothermal installations to its
multi-tiered benefits for installation of onsite
solar PV generation of electrical power, the
Garden State could be easily be renamed the
Energy State.

can be useful, but—especially given their low
productivity in the cloudy Northeast US—
should always be thought of last, not first.
These remarkable facts are often overshadowed by the allure and seeming simplicity
of adding PV electric panels to a roof. However
appealing a solar PV panel may be, and
however seductive it is as a symbol of energy

responsibility, it is obviously substantially more
useful in a building that starts with ultra-low
energy demand and equipment that reduces
the demand for electricity and fossil fuels even
further. Put another way, building enclosure
improvements and advanced equipment and
controls hold more promise relative to our
private and collective, state and national
See Energy, page 19

The gray building is the Argyle condominium building with
an AAC curtain wall located in Park Slope Brooklyn NY.

ENERGY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES

In order to best understand the opportunities
of the energy space, however, you first need a
basic understanding of how energy in buildings
works. First, the building enclosure—its
foundation, floors, walls, doors, windows and
roof—comprises by far the largest set of
problems and opportunities. Simply by better
insulating and reducing the amount of air
and energy leakage by better sealing the
building enclosure components, you can see
energy savings of 50% to 90% over a standard
base-case building. Second, improved and
innovative heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems along with
computerized controls—all significant areas
for tech innovation—comprise the second set
of efficacy-driven opportunities. Solar thermal
panels that generate hot water (as opposed to
solar PV, i.e., those that generate electricity),
for example, have a seven to ten times better
ROI or payback period than solar PV. Third,
solar PV and other onsite alternative energy
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energy conservation goals. They also hold as
much or more promise relative to technology
manufacturing growth in the foreseeable
future. The reasons are two-fold: building
enclosure and HVAC systems appropriate
to the US building industry are generally
manufactured in the US; and the solar PV
manufacturing industry has tended to move
to China.
Accordingly it is most useful to think
of the three energy basics as a tripod, a
synergistic and holistic interdependent group
of technologies that, when taken in order of
importance, comprise the most useful and
efficacious pathway forward for innovation,
business creation, and job growth. But the key
concept here is in the order of importance.

A THREE-PRONGED APPROACH

So, we turn again to the building enclosure,
the longest lasting, most durable, least likely
to become obsolete technology cluster of the
three, and the repository of disproportionately
large energy savings. In short, it’s our
technology “low hanging fruit” ready to be
harvested to advantage. The most exciting
material here is an advanced concrete wall
and roof system that has taken most of the
industrialized world by storm, comprising

“SIMPLY BY BETTER INSULATING AND
BETTER SEALING THE BUILDING ENCLOSURE
COMPONENTS, YOU CAN SEE ENERGY
SAVINGS OF 50% TO 90% OVER A STANDARD
BASE-CASE BUILDING.”
a significant part of the global construction
industry. Called autoclaved aerated concrete
or AAC, the material was invented nearly a
hundred years ago in Europe and has come
to dominate vast sectors of the housing
market wherever energy conservation is a
priority. The system is essentially a lightweight
concrete that is manufactured as precast
panels and block, much like conventional
concrete. Like conventional concrete, too, it
also stores thermal energy and moves heat
from within its high “thermal mass” to cold
areas effectively. If this seems a bit technical,
think of any clay or cast iron pot. These
materials, like concrete, can store heat from
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a stovetop burner or oven and release it into
the relatively colder food that needs to be
cooked. This principle of “thermal transfer”
allows dinner to be prepared and, in the case
of building enclosures, houses to be heated.
AAC differs from all other concrete,
however, in several significant ways.
Comprising much smaller amounts
of concrete by weight, it has millions of
microscopic air bubbles that make it an
insulation material as well. Seen through
this conceptual lens it is unique: AAC is
both like a cast iron skillet that holds and
transfers heat and a pot holder that slows
down heat transfer. These properties allow
it to passively reduce—that is just by being
used as a wall or roof—heating costs by up
to 50% and air conditioning costs by 75%. It
is also lightweight—up to half the weight of
conventional concrete, so light that it floats
in water. Importantly, AAC handles moisture
in buildings superbly, resisting the formation
of mold and mildew and facilitating the
advantageous transfer of excess indoor
humidity to the outdoors. It also creates
one of the tightest building systems in the
world, virtually eliminating air and energy
leakage at a rate of up to ten times and higher
than even EnergyStar-rated buildings. This
technology has had a toe-hold in the US for
30 years, and it is just now starting to get the
attention it deserves.

FRESH AIR INSIDE

Now, as buildings eliminate air leakage and
improve energy savings they need to have
fresh outside air introduced using small fans
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and duct work in conjunction with HVAC
equipment called an HRV or ERV—Heat or
Energy Recovery Ventilator. This remarkable
machine can ensure a fully filtered supply of
fresh air to the indoors 24 hours a day with
minimal energy loss. A small bathroom or
kitchen fan, by contrast, can remove 50% of
the heat in your home if you leave it running—
even with the furnace pumping out heat trying
to keep up with the loss. An HVR may lose
1% to 5% of the heat in the same scenario,
but while ventilating all your bathrooms, your
kitchen, and every other room in the house,
including the basement.
This technology is also widely employed
wherever energy saving is tantamount—and
in Northern European counties like Denmark

it is required in every new structure built.
This technology, in turn, starts to cascade
into other technologies, advantageously
incorporating lighting and heating system
controls (HRVs can also heat and cool a
space while dehumidifying) and opening the
door up to the idea to the ultimate whole
building control and energy savings scenario.
Called Continuous Commissioning, this
technology employs a computer and sensors
to control and adjust all buildings systems
automatically and continuously while they
are in operation. Engineers estimate that
up to 30% of all energy in HVAC and
other systems is expended on operator error,
ongoing inefficiencies, and lack of periodic
maintenance. Continuous Commissioning

cures them all, adjusting valves, sending
out maintenance alarms, and monitoring
temperature, fuel consumption, and other
telltale indicators of problems.
After, and only after, employing
technologies like AAC, HRVs, and Continuous
Commissioning should we turn our attention to
solar PV and other onsite energy sources. This
is because alternative energy is generally costly
and intermittent, often non-coincident with
highest time of use, and requires complex and
generally inefficient storage. The old maxim
is: Our cheapest and most efficient form of
energy is the energy we never used. The new
maxim may be: The next technology revolution
waiting to happen is energy conservation. n

 Single Family Home. The structure, enclosure,
all the trim and detail are AAC. The AAC
walls require no additional insulation.
 This Elementary School is located in East Orange.
The upper floors were built by using AAC as a
structural curtain wall, no insulation was needed.
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